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The homotopy lifting property is not a very useful notion when applied to maps p : E+ B 
between spaces with bad local properties. The approximate homotopy lifting property, intro- 
duced by D. S. Coram and P. F. Duvall, is useful only when E and B are ANR’s. This paper 
iutroduces a new class of maps p: E + B between locally compact metric spaces called shape 
fibrations. Shape fibrations are defined in the spirit of the ANR-sequence approach to shape 
theory. It iq shown that shape fibrations coincide with approximate fibrations whenever the base 
space and total space are ANR’s. The following are typical results: 
(ib fibers have the same shape whenever the base space is path c;onaected, 
(ii) any proper cell-like map between finite-dimensional locally compact metric spaces is a 
shape fibration, and 
(iii) the Taylor map is a cell-like map which fails to be a shape fibratbon. 
AMS Subj. Class: Primary 55F65,55D99, 57A20, 57A60 
Shape approximate fibration cell-Ii ke map 
Q-manifold inverse limit ANR 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper [8) D.S. &ram and P.F. DuvaU, Jr. introduced the notiotl of 
approximate fibration and showed that several important properties of fibrations 
carry over, with suitable modifications, to approximate fibratiows. Instead of the 
usual homotopy lifting property (HLP) which defines (Hurewiczj fibrations, Coram 
and Duvall employ the following approximate homotopy lifting property (AHLP). 
A map p : E + B between metric spaces has the AHLP with respect o a space X 
provided that given an open covering E of B, given a map h : X 3 E, and given a 
homotopy H :X x I + I?, such that ph = Ha, then there exists a homotopy H :X X 
I-47, such that & - h and the maps pfi and H are E-close. A proper map 
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1p : E + B between locally compact metric ANR’s is an appmximote fibration if p has 
the approximat? homotopy lifting property for all metric spaces X 
Coram and Duvall show [8, Proposition 1. l] that maps between focally compact 
ANR’s which can be approximated by fihrations are approximate fibrations. ‘Z’hus, 
it foElows from Sieben-nann’s approximation theorem [ZO] that cell-iike maps 
between tl.>pological n -manifolds, n 3 5, are clpproximate fibrations. Also it follows 
from earliz:r work of R.C. Lather [13, 141 and S. Armenj:rout and T.A. Price [2] 
that proper cell-like maps between locally compact ANR’s have the AHLP for 
compact polyhedra [13, Lemma 2.31. Hence, by [9, Theorem 2.63 such maps are 
approximate fibrations. 
Perhaps the simplest example of an approximate fibrztion which fails to be a 
fibration is given by any monotone map between two intervals with at least one 
non-degenerate point inverse. These maps zre near-homeomorphisms [5]. Such is, 
for instance, the map p : [ - I, 1) + [0, I] which is identity on [0, l] and maps [ - 1, 0) 
to 0. 
Although approximate fibrations constitute a significant generalization of fnbra- 
tions between ANR’s, we feel that the requirement hat E and B be ANR’s is too 
restrictave. For insiance, ir rules out such a nice map zs the canonical projection of a 
solenoid to S’. One fc-els that the following simple examples of maps of non-ANR 
spaces should also be approximate fibrations although the AHLP fails. (Example 1 
is simihir to the Corarn and Duvall exampIe [S].) 
Example I. Le:; A t: e the limit arc of the Warsaw circle W and fix boa S’. Let 
E = ‘LV x S’/A :i b. a& let p :E+ S’ be the mar induced by the projection W x 
S’ -+ S’. Then p-‘(bo) is a l-sphere and all other point inverses p-‘(b), b # bd, are 
copies of W. 
Example 2. Let p : W + W/A =S1 be the quo’ jent map, bo=p(A). Then p’*(b~)= 
A and all other point: inverses p-‘(b), b ;;t bo, are singletons. 
In this paper we shall present a more general notion of approximate fibration, 
called &ape $bratio;r. In the case of locally compact ANR”s it reduces to the 
Coram-Duvall approximate fibration (see Corollary 1 and Proposition 5). 
Examples 1 and 2 illustrate that in non-ANR casrzs it is inappropriate to simply 
require that the .map p has the AHL.P. The basic idea in defining shape fibrations is 
to proceed in a similar manner alo the development of shape theory [ 181 by 
replacing E and B by ANR-sequences E = (Ei, qii), = (Bi, rii) with inverse limits 
E and B respectively, and by replacing p by a level map p = (pi): 
maps pi : Ei + Bi form a commutative diagram which induces 
Finally, the A.HL? for the map p is replaced by a new property: 
nitioba 2). From the point-of-view 
unts to allowing the approximat 
oodv of E in the Hilbert cube 
In Sections 2 to 7 ‘Ne deal exclusively with maps p : E + B between uomp:lct 
metric spaces and in Section IS we extend our results to proper maps between locally 
compact metric spaces. In Section 9 we indicate how to extend the lifting proper:ies 
HLP and AHLP to maps of arbitrary inverse systems. Sections 0 and 8 extend 
Coram and Duvall’s result on shape equivalence of fibers [H] to the non-ANR c.ase. 
In a subsequent paper [17] we extend some of their other results including the exact 
homotopy sequence . section 7 on cell-like maps provides many examples of shape 
fibrations. 
The authors gratefully acknowledge useful and inspiring discussions; 4th 
colleagues J. Hollingsworth (Theorem 1), L.S. Husch (Corollary 2) R.C. Lsf:hei 
(Example 5) ;lnd s. Ungar (Theorem 3). 
2. Homotopy fifting properties fur maps of inverse sequences 
W consider inverse sequences (towers) E = (& Q), B = (Bi, rii j of metric 
compacta (called for short compact sequences). If all Ei and Bi are compact ANR’s 
we spe:! k of ANR-sequences. A Cevel preserving I ?ap of sequences (abbreviated as 
lerwl map) p : + B is a sequeolce of maps p = (pi) where pi : Ei + Bi, and for every i 
md ismy j 2 i the following diagram commutes 
Definition 1. A leqlel map p : E 3 I3 
respect to a space X provided that 
hj:X+Ej,Hj:XXI+Bi with 
has the homotopy lifting property (HLP) with 
each i admits a j >i such that for any maps 
Fh = f&h 
there exists a homotopy Gi ; X X I -+ Ei with 
and 
Every such j is calkxl a l$dxg in&x for i. 
(2) 
(3) 
. With every map p: E + B one can associate the trivial Cevzi map 
- 
196 S. ikWd&% 7’3,1C@&tg j. shagr?’ f&rations I , 
p:E+B, whereEi= El,‘ & = 3, pi = p for ail i and qij and fit are identity maps for . 
i s j. The map p is a fibration if and only if p has the HLP for all metric spaces. 
d(pirrai, E&) 6 & 
then there is a homotopy && : X x I + Ei with 
d(+Qi,, q&j) C ~3 
” 
(9 
(6) 
and ’ 
d(gil%:, r$ij) < &a (7) 
Every such j is called a f@ng_ index for (i, E ) and S is called a Eifting mesh for (i, E ). 
Our interest in the AHLP will be restricted to the case that p : E -+ B is a ievel 
map of ANR-sequences. Thk next two propositions are useful when dealing with 
suclh sequences because they give equivalent versions of ANLP which we shall use 
freely according to the situation. The key fact used in the proofs of the propositions 
is th.at if Y is a compact ANR and E > 0, then there is a S > 0 such that any two 
a”-close maps from a space X into Y are e-homotopic ([ 11, Theorem 1.1, p. 1111). 
Proposition I, If czll Ei are ANR’s and p : E + B /MS the AHLP with respect o X, 
then it also has the formally strange? Zifting property obtained by replacing (6) by (3). 
Proof. Let & :X XI +Ei be such that d(p$Z:, r&i)< (e/3) and such that .!!;o 
and qiihj are so close that they can be connected by a homotopy J&’ :X x I + I?'# SO 
small that p&l is an (E/3)-homotopy. Let Q :X + (0, l] be a map such that 
diam riiHj(x X [0, P(X)])< f 
and 
diammrii(xx[O,~(x)l)C~, forxeX. 
Then a homotopy .Q” :X X I+ Ei with proper &es (3) and (‘7) is given by the follow- 
ing formula: 
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k-~p&io~ 2. If all Bi are ANR’s, then p : E + B has the AHLP with respect o X 
provided it lms the formally weaker property where (5) is replaced by (2). 
hf. FW &fkht~y small 8 > 8 and Hj: X X I +Bj satisfying (5) there is a 
homotopy Hi t X X I IJ, Eli which connects p#j with J& and is SO small that r,)pi is 
INI (e/9)-homotopy. Let Hi” :X X I + Bj be g&-en by 
H; (x, t) = 
{ 
Oc:C$ 9 
Hj(X,2t-l), $sral. 
Since H,“, =pj&, by assumption, there is a homotopy fii : X x I + Ei suzh that 
d(&&, qsihi)< g and d(p&I:, r~#’ )< E/9. Since diam pi&I: (X X [O, l/2]) (: (e/3), 
there is a map ye :X -+ (0, l] such that 
diamp&(xx[O&(x)+l)])<~ 
and 
diam r&(x x [0, q(x)]) < -$ 
Then a homotopy B’ : X X I -) Ei satisfying (6) and (7) is given by the formula 
/ 
fi: (x, tl&)), OSf=q(x)/2, 
r3;(X:, t)= fi:(X,i+$(l--Q(X))), Q(3)/2stsQ(X), 
Is: (X, !(I + t)), Q(.U)s t 6 1. 
Remruk 2. It follows from the above two propositions that a map p : E + B between 
compact A&JR’s is an approximate fibration of Coram and Duvall if and only if the 
trivial levei map p !xss the AHLP for all metric spaces. 
3. Shape fbmtkms md r-fi 
In this section we define the basic concept of the paper; that of a shape fibration. 
level map of compact sequences. Let tim 
-+ Ei and pi : B + Bi are the natural pwjections. The 
+ B such that for every 1’ the following diagram commutes 
is said to be induced by p or to be the limit of p. 
Pro&* We may consider E and B to be embedded- in the Wlbertcu~e iQ. Let 
3: Q -* 113 represent an extension of & Choose’ for B a Idecrestsi.lg -sequence of 
compact ANR-neighborhoods Bi of B with n& = B. Define by induction a 
decreasing sequence of compact ANR-neighborhoods Ej of E with n& = ,E so 
that p(Ei)E Bi. Finally t GX br qij and ri/ inclusion UHQS and put pi = 6 1 Ei. 
Remark 3. Notice that one can achieve that each Ei and each Bi is a product of a 
compact polyhedron with Q. Then Ei and Bi are compact Q-manifolds 161 and 
therefore convenient ANR’s (see [S], Section 2). 
‘%Ve are now ready to define our main notion, 
Ok&Son 4. A map between metric compacta p : E + B is called a shape fibration 
provided it is induced by a level map p : E+B of ANR-sequences which satisfies 
the AHLP with respect to any metric space X and the lifting index and the lifting 
mesh do not depend on X. 
Further light is cast on this notion by the results of the next section. 
In analogy with Definition 4, we now introduce maps which generalize fibrations 
in the same spirit that shape fibrations generalize approximate fibrations. 
KM&ion 5. A map between metric compacta p :E-, B is called a *-fibration 
provided it is induced by a level map p : E + B between compact sequences atisfy- 
ing the HLP with respect o any metric space X and the lifting index does not depend 
on X 
Notice that in Definition 5, E and B are not required to be ANR-sequences. 
Clearly, if all pi ‘are fibrations between metric compacta then p is a *-fibration 
(which need not be a fibration [7]). In particular, every ftbration between metric 
compacta is a 2Gbration. 
By Proposition 1, the limit p of a level map of approximate fibrations pi between 
compact A.NR’s is a shape fibration. In particular, every approximate fibration is a 
shape fibration. However, in Example 4 we shall see a fibration (hence also a 
*-fibration) which f;lils tc be a shape fibration. 
ny level ma -sequences which induces a given ma 
used to determine whether p is a shape fihration. This imp~~rtant fact is established 
in the followkg theorem. 
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’ be level maps of APJR-sequences which 
induce the same imap p : E + B. If p has the AHLP, then so does p’. 
. If E and B are compact AMR’s, then a map p : E -3 B is a shapy fibration 
if and only if it is an approximate fibration of Coram and Duvall. 
Proof. The proof of Corollary 1 follows immediately by considering the trivial level 
- map and applying Theorem I and Remark 1. 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1. Let X = (Xi, qij) be a compact sequence with lim X = (XT, qi) and let Y be a 
compact A NR. Then the folZo wing assertions hold : 
(i) For every & > 0 and for every map f : X -4 Y there is an i* such that for each 
i 2 i* there is 11 map h : Xi + Y with d (fjqi, f) < E. 
(ii) If LF > 0 and fi, gi : Xi + Y are maps such that d(fiqi, giqi) < e, then there is an 
i* 3 i such thb+zt d( fiq+ giqij) < E for every i 3 i”. 
Proof of Lemma I. We consider a certain metric comqtactum X* determined by X 
and first introduced by H. Freudenthal [lo, I. 6, p. 1531. (R. Qverton and J. Segal 
[19] also described X”. For a more general construction see [ 151.) As a szt X* is 
the disjoint union X u UieN Xi. A basis for the topology ot X* is given ‘ny open 
subsets I4 C_ Xi and by the sets 
Notice that Xi and X inherit from X* their original topologies, that every neigh- 
borhood of X in X* contains Xj for sufficiently large i, and that for every E > 0 
there is an index i such that d(qj(x), x) s E for all j a i and x E x’. 
Proof of (i). Extend f: X + Y to a map [: U + I’ of a neighborhood U of X in 
X*. For sufkiently large i, j 2 d implies that X> E L/’ so that =f\ X, is defined. By 
uniform continuity of f on X” =X u Uj=i Xj there is a S > 0 SUCK that d(x, X’)S S 
at d(j*(x), fix ‘))< E. Since for sufkiently large j one has d (q&), x) s 6 
for x E: X, one concludes that qi) < 27. 
Proof of (i.). Let q: : X” + given 014 q” 1 X = f&, 4: 1 Xj = qij for i S j. It is 
readily seen that q? is continuous. Consequently, fiqr, giqy :XT 3 Y are maps 
whose restrictions to X are E-close. By compactness of X the same is true of 
fiq: 1 U and gjqT 1 U ;or some neighborhood U of X in X*. For sufficiently 
large j 2 i one has Xi C-Y U and therefore d(fiq+ giqij) < E. 
0 eoce . Throughout this proof A (f; E) will1 denott: the set of all A > 0 
such that d(x, x’) s A implies that d (f(x), f (x ‘))< E. 
First choose E :> 0 so that 
By Lemma l.(i) one can find i and maps f : Ei + EEI, f’ : Bi + Bit, such that 
(2) 
and 
Furthermore, for any sufficiently large ila i one has 
(4) d(p:‘fqif,, fGi#i,)< Et* 
Icdeed, p:q:a = rjr,p and piqi = rip SO that (3), (1) and (2) imply 
(5) d(p:efqi, f’piqi)< et* 
Therefore, by Lemma 1 (ii), for sufficiently large ii a i c-ne has 
(6) d(Pj’fqii,s f’piqiil)e &‘= 
Since 
(7) pi qii, = riilpil, 
(6) yields (4). 
Next we choose Q = 0, so that 
(8) el EA(fqii,; &‘)PlA(f’?ii,; dj. 
Now apply AHLP for p and choose the lifting index jl and rhe lifting mesh 61 for 
(iI, Q). By arguing as above in establishing (I), (3) and (4), one can find ji and maps 
g : E;i -) Ej,, g’ : Bl; -ir Sjl S&I that 
and for sufficiently large j’ “j: 
(11) 
By (10) one obtains 
(12) . d(fqij,gqjiT fqi)<t- 
which together with (3) yields 
(13) d(fqij,gqJis qb)< &* 
Similarly, ty (9) and (2) one obtains 
(14) d(f’rij,g’rli, P[P)< E’. 
Consequently, by Lemma l.(ii), if j’ is sufficiently large, in addition to (1 I), one also 
has 
(1% d(fqij,gqiijt, qisjl)< 8, 
and 
(16) d(frij,g’rj;jo, riei*)C E’. 
Finally, choose 6’ > 0 so that 
It is now easy to check that j’ is a lifting index and S’ is a lifting mesh for (i’, 3~‘). 
Indeed, let H :X x 13 & be a homotopy and let h :X + Eit be 8 map swh that 
(18) d(p; 12, &is 8’ 
t 
(19) d(pjlgqjiilh, g’r;;jfHo)< S1. 
By (20) and 18) one obtains 
(23) d(:‘& fqij, gqiij'A)<&'- 
Similarly, (22) and (4) imply 
(24) lZi(p:,fi’, frii,pi,r-f‘) < & ‘. 
Furthermore, by (21) and (8) one obtains 
ld(f'tiitpil~,f'rij,g'r:fj~H)e E', 
so that 
(2% d(p:oI?‘, Jlriilg’r:_ii’H)< 2~‘. 
Finally, (23) and (15) yield 
end (25) and (16) yield 
(9) d(p;&‘, rf~,H)< 38”. 
Remark 4. The HLP is not invariant even for level maps of ANR-sequences 
inducing the same map. This is denaanstrated by the next simple ejcample. In fact, it 
is a consequence of upcoming Section 5 that any approximate fibration of compact 
ANR’s which fails to be a fibration serves to generate such examples. 
xampie 3. Let Ei s [(Or (l/i)] X I)u (I X 0)~ f X I and let qii+.l be the inclusion 
map, i = 1,2, . . . . Let Bi = I = [0, l] &nd let rid+1 =ilr’, i = 1,2, . . . . Finally, let 
be the first projection d let ri=p”lEi:Ei+Bi, i-1,2,.,.. Then 
=(OXI)U(IXO), B =lim =~andp=$IE:E-+B. 
It is easy ts check tha . AIL jai-4 1 are lifti 
the trivial level map ciated with p fails to have the 
imply that p is a fibration (Remark 1). 
because this wo 
5. Shape fibrations are dbrations 
In this section we clarify the relationship between shape fibrations and *--fibrae 
tions, The main result is the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let p : E + B be a level map of ANR-sequences which induces 3 map 
p : E 4 B. If p has the AHLP, then there is a level map p’ : IZ’ -jc B of ANR-seqraences 
which induces the same map p and which has the KLP. 
Corollary 2. Every shape fibration p : E + B between metric compacta is a *-fibrcjtion. 
Proof of Theorem 2. There is no loss of generality in assuming that each Ei x & is a 
Q-manifold and therefore a convenient ANR. If this is not the case, one cokders 
an inverse sequence Q =: (Qi, tij) whose terms are copies of the Hilbert cube and 
whose limit is a single point. Then E x Q = (Ei x Qi, qi, X tij) is an inverse sequence 
with limit E and by a recent result of RD. Edwards (see [6]) each Bi x Ei x Qi is a 
Q-manifold. Instead of the maps pi, one considers piv:, where rr: : Ei x Qi -9 Ei 
denotes the first projection. The new level map (FiTi) also induces the map p and, 
by Theorem 1, it has the AHLP because (pi) does. 
Consider the inverse sequence of compact Q-manifolds E x B = (Ei X Lgi, c,,. C /ii)* 
Its limit is (E X B, qi X ri). Let W: : Ei X Bi +Ei and 7~‘: E x B+E denote the lTrst 
projections and ?ry : Ei X Bi -+ Bi and 7~” : E X B + I3 the second projections. Tlzerr 
1r’=(~:):ExB-*Eanda”=(nl):ExB~13 are level maps with limits 7r’ and V” 
respectively. 
Let Gi={(ei,bi)EEixBi:pi(ei)=bi}cEixBi and G={(e,b)~ExB:p(tf)z 
b} c E x B be the graphs of pi and p respectively. Note that 
(1) (qij x riJ(Gi)c Gi for i si. 
Putting sij = (qy X rii) 1 Gj, si = (qi X ri) 1 G, one obtains a compact sequence G = 
( Gi, sij) with limit (G, si). Also note that for each i = 1,2, . l . 
(3) pd 1 G = 7~” 1 G. 
Since the pwjection i. ’ I G of the graph G to E is a homeomorphism, one can 
identify E and G via n’. By (3) this identifies r” and ~3. Therefore. one can view the 
level il’S*ip m” 1 63 = (gy : Gi): as inducing tht map P : E + B. 
We now define by inductio ch i = 2,2, l l . a closed 4NR-neighborhood E: 
of Gi i?l Ei % 83j, nu ef;er s’ = i(i) so that i i.s a lifting 
index a.kd Si is a lifting mesh for (i, 8i) with respe.ct YO p. Eel addition we require: 
ia)C: Ef, for i s i’, where q:il == (qiit x rii*) I EIt, 
0 5 lim E’ = G, where E’ 2= (Ej, &), 
c 
(0 
This is possible because y has the AHLP, Ei X’Bi is a convenient ANR, lim G = 
G, (2) holds and the inverse image of 0 under the mapping (ei, bi)H d(pi(ei), bi) is 
Gi. Clearly, the maps pi = n:! 1 E: :.I?: --, & Form a level. map p’ : IT’-, B which 
induces the map g” 1 G : G + B which we have already identified with p : A?? 3 B. 
It remains thus to prove that ~fr’ has the HLP. More precisely we shall show that 
j = j(i) is a lifting index for i with respect o p’. 
Indeed, if hi :X -, Ei, Hi :X x I + Bi are maps such that 
(81 
then, by (6), 
\ 
(91 d(Hjo, piwihi) c &a 
Therefore, there is a homotopy fii :X X I + Ei such that 
(10) _ I& = qijvi hi, 
and 
(11) d(p&j, riiHi)< Ei. 
Nowwedefine@ :XXI+EiX.Bi by 
Cl21 rS_i (.x, t) = (I?~(x, t), riiHj(X, t)). 
By (1 I) and (7) 
(13 Q;(xxr)c_“; 
so that one can consider fii as a map X x I + E:. Furthermore, by (IO) and (8), 
fi: (~7 0) = (&(x, o), riiHi(X, 0)) = (qiirjhj(.C), riivrhi(x)) 
(14) = (viq$hi(x), ~~qblti(X)) 
= q;jhi(x). 
Finally, by (12) 
(1% 
* In view of Corollary 7, one can ask the converse question. is every 
*-fibration a shape fibration? The answer is no. In fact, there are even fibrations 
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which fail to be shape fibrations as the next example shows. (Al30 see Example 1 of 
Example 4. Let B be a metric continuum which contains no non-degenerate path 
(e.g,, one can take B to be the pseudo-arc). Clearly, every homotopy into B is fixed 
and therefore every map p : E + B is a fibration, In particular let E = B v B where 
60 E B is the base point and let p : B v I3 + 6 be the folding map. We shall now shiow 
that a folding map p fails to be a shape fibration for any metric continuum ti. 
A sequence of connected ANR’s B = (Bi, Q) with lim B = B induces an ANR- 
sequence E = (Ei, ali) with Ei = Bi v Bi, lim E= E such that the folding maps 
pi : Ei + Bi yield a 1 eve1 map p : E-, B with lim up = p. Notice that for any path wj 
in Bi ending at the base point bj of Bj one has two “lifts” wi and oy in Ei yielding a 
path I$ = oi * (u;)-* in E+ This path projects under pi into a null-homotopic loop 
Oj*Wj -I. However, if we choose j large enough with respect to given i and E, the 
homotopy which shrinks this loop to bj does not satisfy the requirements of the 
AHLP. 
6. Shape equivalence of fibers 
In this section we establish the important property of *-fibrations that fibers over 
points in the same path component have the same shape. This property corresponds 
to the fact that for any fibration all fibers over points in the same path component 
are of the same homotopy type (e.g., [al, Corollary 2.5.13]). 
Coram and Duvall proved this result for approximate fibrations. This is a special 
case because of Corollary 2 and Rem;rrk 2. Our proof is based on the same classical 
method. One important new ngxxdient in the proof given here is the usz of the 
continuity theorem (f 15, Theorem 6.11) Our appeal to the continuity theorem 
appears to be necessary in lhe cas.e of *-fibrations. 
Theorem 3. If the map p : E + B be:ween metric compacta is a *-fibratio?t (a shape 
fibration ) and x, y E B can be joined by a path i;t B, then the fibers X = p- l(x) and 
Y = p-‘(y) have the same shape. 
I.&tp=(pi):E+ be a level map of compact sequences which induces tb and PUS 
the HLP. Let o : I -+ be a path connecting x = O(W) and y = (0 (1). Let wi = r;(~), xi I= 
ri (x)9 Yi = Pt(y), Xi = pi’ (Xi), Yi = jT?fl (vi). Then = (Xi, qii’) and ’ = (Y;, Ipii’) are 
inverse sequences of metric compazta with limits X and Y respectlveIy. 
By a tracing of o we mean ar increasing function g : N -9 N together with a 
sequence of homotopies Gi : Xgci) >(: I + d!!?i of the ifor 
(1) Gi = qis”&(i), 
where i is the minimal lifting index for i, where i s p(i) and fiii;tij: Xn(+ I + Ei is a 
Lemms 2. Every path w : I --) B admits Q tracing. 
Pro& Let g : N 4V be an increasing function such.that g(i) is a lifting index for i, 
let H : Xg<i) X I + _$g(i) be given -by H(x, t)* Ug<i,(t): and let h : Xeuj+ E,u, be the 
inclusion map. Then the HLP yields a homotopy &Q~~~: Xp(i) x 4 + Ed with pro- 
perties (2) and (3) We define Gr by (1) and Lemma 2 is established. 
Le-a -3. Let (g, Gi) be cz tracing for CO and ter! gi : X&+ Yi be defined by gi (x) = 
Gi(X, 1) for a!i x E Xg(i). Then, fur att i ~j, the following diugrzm commutes up to 
homotopy : 
Proof. Notice that i sj implies that r” ~j. Let H : &G)X I X 2 + Bt be defined by 
H(.z, t, s) = w&). Let & : &,-~ x ((I x CC) u (I x 1) u (0 x I))-+ Ed be defined by 
h (x, 0, S) = qtg& )- 
Notice that H restricted to the domain of 
(I X 0)u (I X 1)~ (0 X I)) is hcjmeomorphic 
HLP to obtain E map 
rZ equals plh. Therefore, since (I x r, 
with (I X I, I x 0), one can appiy the 
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Lemma 4 Thertr is Q unique shape morphism g :X + Y such that S(giqg(i)j= S(qijn* 
where S denotes the shape functor. (The tracing (g, Gij of o is said to induce g*) 
Pra~f. We are given the inverse sequence of metric compacta Y = (W;:, qiip) with 
limit Y, the space X, and the shape marphisms S(giqg(i)): X -B &. In order to ‘oe able 
to apply the continuity theorem ([ 351, Theorem 6.1), we must check that for all i e j 
we have S(qii)S(gfq&= S(giqg(i>). Since qg(i> =qg(i)gGegu) and since S is a functor 
on the homotopy category, it suffices to see that qiigi is homotopic to glqg(i)gu)- The 
last assertion is precisely Lemma 3. Lemma 4 now follows by applying the 
continuity theorem. 
Lemma 5. Xf w == O’ (rel [O, 1)) are paths from x to y and g, g’ :X + Y are shape 
morphisms induced by tracings (gt Gi j and (g’, G: j of w Lland w ’ respectitwly, then 
g =g). 
Proof. Recall that S(gGg(i))= S(qi)g and S(giq,s(i>)-= S(qi)g’* From the uniqueness 
part of Lemma 4 it will follow that g = g’ if we show that tke maps giqg(i) and 
giqgaci>: X + Yi are homotopic 
Without loss of generality we assume that g’(i)2 g(i). Since giqg(i) = 
giqg(i)gl(iflgp(i), it will sufice to show that the UM~S g;qg(i)g*(i) and 9: : Xg’(i) + x are 
homotopic. By definition 
gi& ji)g’(i)(X j = qi~~~(i)(qg(i)g’(i)(X 19 1) 
and 
Let H(x, 0, sj = or(s) and H(x, 1, s) = &(sj for all s E I, and then extend H to 
&‘(i) xl:< I by first projecting this set to 1x1 and then app”dying the homotopy 
between oi and oi which is the composition of the: assumed hsmotopy between o 
and o’ with rd. Let h be defined by 
h (xq 4 Oj = GIg(i)(4p(i)s’(i)(X), t jt 
h (X9 t: 1) = R&p(i) (X, i), 
h (X, 0, S) = qtg’(i)(X)* 
The desired homotopy can now be derived by lifting H as in the proof of Lemma 3. 
In view of Lemma 5, we say tha thz shape morphism g :X + Y is induced by [w], 
the homotopy class of o r-9 end-points. 
wes the identity shape 
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Prwf. Let g(i)- i and lat Gi :X&)X I --) Ei be defilred by Gi = q&&t~ where 
&i,(x, t) = @l(t) = x. Therr (g, Gi) is a tracing for o +nd ,gi,, =?ip, By &~SIJJZM 4,-&e 
induced morphism g; X -)I X is the unisue shape morphism MC& .t&t S(giqgtij) 7 
S(qi)g or equivalently such that Sl[qt) = S(q&. Of ‘c&we the identity morphism 
1~ :X+X also has this property, Hence, g = 1~. I 
Lemma 7. If o is a path from x to y, of is a path fpopn y to 2, g : X + Y is the shape 
morphism induced by [w ),and g’ : Y -3 Z = p-‘(r) is the shape morphism induced by 
[WI], thejo g’g :X + 2 is the shape morphism k.rduced by [O * w’]. 
Proof. Let (g’, Gi) be a tracing for era’ and let (g, Gi) be a tracing for W. By 
definition, G i = q&;g*(i,, where I&i, : Ygt(i) x I-) EJ is a homotopy satisfying the 
analogues of (2) and (3). Also, by definition, C$ci>: Xg(gtl~)) $ I + Eg’(i) is equal to 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ where A (l)g(~~~i>) : Xg(gt(ijl XI + &p~i, is 2; homotopy satisfying 
the analogues of (2) and (3). 
Define g” by g”(i) = &g’(i)) and Gr : Xg”(i)X I + Ei by q&&*(i) where 
- If H 
. 
jg”(i) :X&i) x I + Et IS defined by 
It is easy to check that (g”, Gr) is a tracing of CQ *w’. 
Let g” : X + Z be the shape morphism induced by (g”, Gr ), hence, induced bf 
[W * 0’1. Then gy :Xgvtij+ Zi is given by 
g: (x) = G:! (x, 1) = q&& .;I(& l)=qi~~;g’li)(gg’(i)(X), 1) 
Thus, g; = gigg;ci>. By Lemma 4 we k CIOW that g” is the unique morphism such that 
S(gyq$tiJ) = S(qi)g”. But 
z SkJ iS(qgdg = S IgiQg’(i))g = S(qi)g’g 
Thexfore, g” = g’g. 
roof of eorexn 3. By assumption there is a path o connecting x to y. Let o’ be 
the in\-erse path. Then o * W’ and w’ * cr) are paths homotopic rel{O, I} to the 
constant paths at x and y respectively. T:herefore (by t lemmas), ta;e inducei 
shape morphisms g : X -3~ Y and g’ : Y + X satisfy gg’ 
proves that sh(X) = Sh( Y). 
Of course Theorem 3 for Mibrations im 
ecause of Corollary “j &. An alternate proof of the shape fibration case can 
be formulated by following the basic scheme of proof for the *-fibration case. 
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Question, Leu p : E --, B be a shape fibration and Eet X, y E B he points belonging to 
the same component. Do the fibers p-‘(x) and p-‘(y) have the same shape? 
Example 4 shows that the analogous question for *-fibration has a negative 
answer. (For another such example see Example 1 of [17].) 
Shape equivalence of fibers above points in the same path component is a 
necessary condition for shape fibrations (*-fibrations). The next ex’ample shows thiat 
the condition is not sufficient. (See also Example 6.) 
Enample 5. Let D be the closed unit Idisc. Consider the U.S.C. decomposition of 
I x D into sets I XX, x ED. Let E be the solid torus obtained from I XB by 
identifying (0, x) with (1, -x). One thus obtains an U.S.C. decomposition o E into 
c+ies of S’. The corresponding quotient map p : E + B is a Seifere Zbration whose 
base space B is again a Z-cell, Although all fibers are homeomorphic to S’, p fails 
to be an approxrmate fibratioa. To see this it suffices to consider the embedding 
h : S’ + E onto the core fiber given by the inclusion I x 0 c I x D and the homotopy 
H : S1 x I + B given by H(s, t) = p(0 X (t, 0))~ p(0 x D) = B. This homotopy does1 
not allow an approximate lifting because the core fiber winds only once and all the 
other fibers wind twice around in the solid torus E. 
7. Cell-i&e maps and shape fibrations 
A cet!-like map (CE-map) between metric compact spaces p : E + B is a map all 
of whose point inverses p -‘@), b E B, have the shape of a point. In this section we 
show that cell-like maps are often, but not always, shape fibrations. 
Theorem 4. Ezwy cell-like map p : E + B between npact ANR’s bs an approxi- 
mate fibration and equivdently a shape fibration. 
As stated in the Introduction, this result is a consequence of [13] and [9]. The 
alternate proof presented here uses Q-manifolds. We begin by proving a useful 
lemma. 
Let p : E + B be cz map between metric compacta. Then, p is a shape 
fibwtion if and only if ,p x 3 : E x Q + B x Q is a shape fibratioz. 
is z: ‘eve1 map of ANR sequences which induces 1~ and has the 
eorem 2), then it is readily seen that a lifting index j for i with respect 
Is0 a lifting index for i with respect o + . 
Conversely, let p : be a level map -sequences which induces 
p:E-+B and let pxl:ExQ+BxC, be a shape fibration. Then pxl is induced 
by 9 x 1 and therefore has the AHLP (Theorem 1). If j is a lifting irbdex for (6 E) 
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with respect to p x 1, then it is a lifting index for (‘& E) with respect to p, This is seen 
easily by considering metrics in the products Bi X Q such that the first projections 
Bi X Q + Bi do not increase distances. 
Remark 7. I! Duvall.p&nted : out that Lemma 8 generalizes a  follow-:s: Let p : &ii’ + B 
and p’~:E’-, I?’ be maps between metric compacta. Then, p and p’ are! shape 
fibrations if and only if p x p’ : E x E’ + B x B’ is a shape fibraiion. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Lemma! 8it suffices to prove that p x 1: B X Q + B X Q is a 
shape fibrat&. Notice that p x 1 is also a cell-like map and that by RD. Edwards’ 
result [6] E x (2 and B x Q are Q-manifolds. Therefore, by the Chapman CE- 
approximation theorem [63, p x 1 is a near-homeomorphism and thus an approxi- 
mate fibration. 
Theore-m 5. Let E and B be finite-dimensional metric cornprwta and p : E + B a 
d-like map. Then, p is a shszpe fibmtion. 
Proof. We embed E in a cube X = I” and consider the U.S.C. decomposition f X 
formed by the sets p-‘(b), b E B, and by the single points x E X\E. Let Y be the 
quotient space and f : X + Y the quotient map. The space Y is finite-dimensional 
because it is the union of B and of a sequence of closed n-dimensional sets 
f(X\U(E, I In)), where U(E, l/n) is the I/n-neighborhood of E in X. By it result 
of S. Bogatyi ([3, Corollary 14, p. 2251) if f: X + Y is a zell-like map between 
metric compacta, dim Y (00 and X is an ANR, then also Y is an ANR. 1 &is result 
applied 20 closed ANR-neighborhoods of E in X shows that B has arbitrarily small 
closed ANR-neighborhoods in Y. It is now easy to define decreasing sequences of
closed A,NR-neighborhoods Ei oi E in X and Bi of B in Y such that n Ei = E, 
n Bi = B and f (Ei) C Bi. Taking f:r qip’ and rij inclusion maps and putting pj = f 1 Ei, 
one obtains a level map of ANR-sequences p : E-, B which induces p : E +B. 
Moreovey, each pi : .!Ti 43i is a cell-like map between compact ANR’s and there- 
fore an approximate fibration (Theorem 4). Consequently, p has AHLP. 
Ilt is nc 
fibrations 
w natural to 
. The answer 
raise the question of whether all cell-like maps 
is negative as illustrated by the next example. 
are shape 
xamplle 6. The well--known Taylor map p : X -3r Q [22], based on the Adam 
t 1, 121, is a cell-like map of an infinite-dimensional metric co 
which fails to be a shape fibration. 
By Theorem 1 it suffices to exhibit a level 
which fails to have the A 
level map p between polyhedral sequences as depicted in diagram 3. 
PO I I Pl 
Pt - I’ - l * . d_, 1:’ 4)r _ 1” c___- . . . 
a01 ‘i-Ii 
Diagram B 
Here all the maps are surjective, F is a compact polyhedron, C denotes the 
suspension and the maps qiiv are essential for is i’. Furthermore, for every point 
61 E i)I’ the inverse image (pJ*(&) is a single point. Therefore one can choose 
E > 0 so small that the inverse image of the ~-neighborhood of b1 lies in a 
neighborhood of (aJ’(br) which is contractible in C’F. Let us assume that j is a 
lifting index for (1, E) and consider the identity map hi : Z” 17 + 25” F and a 
homotopy Hi : ZirF X I + I” which connects pihi with the constant map to bi, where 
rli(bi)= 61 E aI’. By assumption there is a homotopy fi : 2°F -4’F such that 
&= qli and d(p&, rlifij< E. This shows that 41i is homotopic to a map of 2” F 
into a subset of G’F which is contractible in C’F. Therefore qli is homotopic to a 
constant map, which Is a contradiction. 
8. Proper &ape fibrations amd proper *-fibraaftions 
In this section we extend our notions and results PO the case of proper maps 
p :E +B between locally compact metric spzsces. Recall that these are maps with 
the propert!! that for every compact subset C = B the inverse image p-‘(C) fs a 
compact subset of E. 
Definitian 7, Let E and B be locally compact metric spaces. A proper map p : E + B 
is a shape Fbration (*-fibration) provided for every compact subset C c 6; the 
restriction g 1 p-‘(c): p-‘(C)+ c is a shape fibration (*-fibration) between 
compact me: tric spaces. 
We shall first prov ;’ that this definition is consistent with Definitions 4 i tnd .iL 
. Let E, B and B’ c B be compact metric spaces. If p : E + B 2 a shape 
@ration (*-fibration), then so is the restriction p’ = p 1 E’ : E’ + B’, where E’ = 
p_l(B’). 
,et us first assu bration. Then there exists a level map 
between AN&sequences which induces p and has the LP’ (Theorem 2). 
There is no IOSS of generality in assuming that all, .Ei and Bi are compact 
Q-manifolds and therefore convenien’ ,. ANW’s. NOW me can define by induction 
closed ANR-neighborhoods B: of ai irk .Bi and close6 ANR-neighborhoods Ei 
of pf’rii+l(B:+l) in Ei SUCK that 
lim B’ = B’, where B’ = (BI, P;), 
(3) 
(4) qij(Ej)c Ei, i S j. 
Notice that the limit of the ANR-sequence E’ = (Ej, qij), where q$ = q,i 1 Ei, is 
E’ = g-‘(B’) and that the maps pi = pi 1 E: form a level map p’ : E’ + B’ whose limit 
isp’=pIE. 
It now suffices to show that p’ has the HLP. For a given i let j 2 i + 1 be a lifting 
index for i with respect to p. Then j is also a lifting index for i with respect to pt. 
Indeed, let hi :X + E;, .I’Yj : X X I + Bi be maps such that k!jo = pi/+ = pihi. Thq Q there 
is a homotopy B” :X X I + Ei such that 
Since Hj(X x Z)C R:, rijHi x rifij and riil’yi(X X I)C zrii+l(B:+1) Therefore, by 
(6) 9 
and one can view E;Ti as a map X X I + E: satisfying 
This completes the proof for shape fibrations. The case of *-fibration is rather 
trivial. 
Indeed, let p : E + be a level map between compact sequences which kduces p 
and has the I-ILP. Let B: = r~(B),E~=p~‘(B~),p~ “pi IE:,qij=qij IEi,r&= 
rij 1 Bi. Then E” = (Ef, q:j) and ’ = @I, fij) are compact sequences and p’ : 
is a level map nwhich induces : Et+ B’. Qbviousl 23 the HLp because a 
homotopy J?i : X X I-9 Ei with p&i = rovi 
ma 8 to the case of proper m 
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Lemma 9, Let E and B be locally compact metric spaces. A proper map p : E + B is a 
shape fibrc;tion (in the sense of Definition 7) if and only if p x 1: E x Q + R x Q is a 
shape fibra tion. 
Proof. First assume that p is a shape fibration. If B’c B is a compact subset and 
E’=p”‘(B’), then by definition p’= p 1 E’ is a shape fibratiovn between metric 
compacta. Therefore, by Lemma 8 p’x 1 is a shape fibration too. Now for any 
compact subset C c B x Q one can find a compact subset B’c B such that C c B’ x 
Q. Therefor:, b y P roposition 4, (p x I) 1 (p x l)-‘(C) is also a shzpe fibration which 
shows that p X 1 is a shape fibration. 
Conversely, let B ’ c B be a compact set and let E’ = p-‘(B’). If p x 1 is a shape 
fibration, then by definition p x 1 1 E’ x 0 : E’ x 0 -+ B’ x 0 is a shape fibration which 
proves that p : E + B is a shape fibration. 
Proposition 5. Let E and B be locally compact metric ANR’s. A proper map 
p : E + B is an approximate fibration in the sense of Coram and Duz~cl~ if and only if it 
is a shape fibration in the sense of DeJSnition 7. 
Proof. We consider first the case where both E and B are convenient ANR’s. Let p 
be an approximate fibration, let B’c B be a compact subset and let .!? = p-‘(B’), 
p’=p 1 E’. Notice that E’ is also compact since p is proper. One cpn construct 
inductively inclusion ANR-sequences B’ = (B:, rij) and E”’ = (El, qij) with nB: = 
B’, mi = E’ such that B:+i c Int B:, p(E:)c. Int B: and p-l(B~+l;c Int E:. 
Restrictions of p determine a level map p’ = (pi): E’ + B’ which induces p’. Ii 
h :X+E;+Z cE andH:XxI+B:+2 c B satisfy ph = Ho, then for any sufficientiy 
fine open covering Q of B, any q-lifting &XX I +E of H nears XX I into .Ei. 
This proves that j = i+2 is a lifting index for qi, E) and therefore p’ has the AHLP. 
Conversely, let p be a proper shape fibration (Definition 7). Let r) be an open 
covering of B and let h :X + E, H :X x I + I3 be maps satisfying lFdO =ph. By [9j we 
may assume that X is compact. Therefore B’ = H(X x I) is a compact subset of B. 
We define p' : E’+ B and p' : E’ + B’ as above, An q-lift g : X x I- E of 1P is 
obtainecl easily by using the fact that p’ has the AHLP. 
The case of non-convenient ANR’s is reduced to the previous case by consider- 
ing the proper map p x 1: E X Q + B X Q. In view of Lemma 9 ir suffices now to use 
the Tact that p is an approximate fibration if ;ind only if p x 1 is one (which is easily 
verified). 
emark 8. It follows immediately from Definition 7 that Theorem 3 h#Jlds also for 
shape fibrations betw, 0~ locally compact metric spaces. Because of Proposition 5 
this result generalizes e corresponding (loram and Duva’rl ret;&. 
Furthermore, each roper cell-like ma between ‘iocalIIy compact fWJ 
between finite-dimensional locally compact metric spaces is a shape fibratioq. 
+ 
h$infti~n 8, A map of systems p : E + B bits ‘the IdiP with respect to a space X 
Other variants &f Ikfinition 9 may be patterned after Propositions 1md 2. 
Et is not .dikult to see that if a niap of systems p : E + B has the HL*?tAHLP) and 
pi 1, E + 3 is eqai%knt to @, ,@rr p’ also .has the HLP(AHLP). This justifies the next 
dg-.[;!nitilan: # 
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